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Case Report

Oral-Systematic Manifestation of Bardet- Biedl Syndrome:
A Rare Case Report.
Abstract :
Bardet-Biedl Syndrome (BBS) is a rare, heterogenous, ciliopathic autosomal recessive condition, affecting multiple organs. Primary features
includepolydactyly, obesity, mental retardation, hypogonadism, retinopathy and renal failure. Dental anomalies is regarded assecondary features,
include hypodontia, microdontia, short roots and deep palate. Less than 15cases have been reported from India. This article reports a case of BardetBiedl Syndrome in a male with typical systemic and oral features. This case exemplifies the need of multidisciplinary approach.
Keywords : Bardet- Biedl Syndrome, Dental anamolies

Introduction:
Bardet-Biedl syndrome (BBS) is a rare pleiotropic genetic
disorder with severe multi organ impairment.1 The frequency
of the syndrome is estimated to be [1]. 1,60,000.[2] Very few
cases have been reported from India. 3The incidence is much
higher in populations with a high level of consanguineous
marriage or areas those are geographically isolated. For
example disease incidence is 1 in 13,000 and 1 in 170000 live
births in the isolated populations of Newfoundland and
Kuwait respectively[4], where high incidence of marriage
between relative persists.

Diagnosis of BBS requires the presence of at least four
primary or three primary and two secondary clinical
features.[7, 8]
Dental anomalies are considered as secondary features of BBS
which include high arched palate, small teeth, hypodontia and
small teeth.
There are only few reports describing oral and systemic
manifestation of this syndrome. Here we are reporting a rare
classical case of BBS having oral and systematic
manifestation.
Case Description:

BBS is genetically heterogeneous with at least 6 loci mapped
to date. BBS genes encode proteins that localize to the cilia
and basal body and are involved in cilia biogenesis and
function[5] The most common gene is BBS1 located at
chromosome 11.[6] Many individuals with BBS look virtually
healthy at birth unless if polydactyly is present at birth.
Patients diagnosed with BBS at early child hood have fewer
clinical features. Usually other features slowly emerge with
aging. The primary and secondary features of BBS are
described in Table 1. The disease symptoms may significantly
vary from patient to patient therefore, the diagnosis relies on
the number of primary and secondary features of BBS.
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Jaipur for dental opinion. Patient had poor oral hygiene with
halitosis. Patient gave a history of bleeding from gums.
Based on his clinical features, patient was diagnosed as
having BBS at the age of 11 years.
The patient gave a history of consanguineous marriage among
his parents. There was a history of death of one his younger
female sibling and one younger male sibling who is also
suffering from BBS. On physical examination patient has
diminished vision especially at night. Icterus was present in
eye and fundus examination was suggestive of retinitis
pigmentosa [Fig 1]. Patient was mentally retarded with I. Q
level less than 70. The patient body mass index was 40, which
indicates severe obesity. He had short and stubby limbs.
Truncal obesity was present with distention of stomach.
There was post axial polydactyly with hexadactyly of all four
limbs [fig2, 3].
Liver function tests were deranged, SGOT/PT was 130/75,
PT/INR 19.8/1.72, total serum bilirubin was 7.9. Routine
urine microscopy findings were normal. Blood and urine
culture sensitivity were negative. Viral markers (Anti Hcv,
Hbs Ag, Anti HAV Ig M, Anti H E V Ig M and HIV) were
negative. Ultra sound and 2D ECHO revealed of
splenomegaly and global hyperkinesias of left ventricle
respectively. Both kidneys were normal in functions. Left
adrenal glands is enlarged. Patient had moderate to severe
hearing loss.
An extra oral examination showed retrognathia, hypotonic
upper lips, forceful closing of lips and mouth breathing was
present [fig 4]. An intra oral examination revealed high
arched palate with anterior deep bite [Fig 5].There was
bilateral loss of mandibular first molar. No abnormality was
detected in tongue. There was facial asymmetry, with
drooping of right corner of mouth. Facial nerve was normal on
examination. There was severe bacterial plaque index,
presence of carious lesion, slight flourosis. Generalized
clinical attachment and bone loss was present. Grade I
mobility was present on all teeth. Patient was provided with
oral prophylaxis. Instructions were given to mother to brush
her son's teeth. Patient was instructed to rinse with 0.12%
chlorhexidine gluconate twice a day for 1 week. No evidence
of skeletal dysplasia and abnormality of the spinal cord or
shoulder were detected. The patient had learning disabilities
and was lagging to follow verbal commands. The parents
gave history of his inability to stand by himself at the age of 5
years.

Discussion:
Bardet-Biedl Syndrome is an uncommon, Autosomal
heterogenous ,recessive disorder. The diagnosis of BBS is
based on clinical criteria.9Bardet-Biedl syndrome is named
after Georges Bardet and Arthur Bied.[10] The syndrome is
due to defect in BBS gene, encoding BBD protein . This
protein, in particular related to ciliary and centrosomal
activities as it assist in microtubule-related transport and
cellular organization processes.[11] Some of the phenotypes
exhibited due to BBS protein sabnormility, including retinal
degeneration, skeletal anomalies and renal
cysts/malformations are similar to human diseases associated
with ciliary disfunction.[12] The treatment of Bardet-Biedl
syndrome is symptom and subject specific that are apparent in
each individual. Multi disciplinary approach of Pediatricians,
orthopedic surgeons, cardiologists, dental specialists, speech
pathologists, audiologists, ophthalmologists, nephrologists,
and other healthcare professionals is required for treatment.
Individuals with Bardet-Biedl syndrome should undergo
regular periodic examinations. Blood pressure should be
measured once in six months, as there is chances of
development of hypertension.[5] Periodic detailed
opthalmological assestment is required. Patient may also
require necessary review from clinical psychologist to deal
any kind of behavioral issues like anxiety, depression. As well
as periodic systemic assessment of disorder such as kidney
dysfunction, diabetes mellitus, liver function as they are
frequent in BBS patients. Depending on the need patient may
require a regular visit to periodontist for assessment of
periodontal problems and orthodontist for assessment of
dental crowding / hypodontia.[13]
Table 1

A multi disciplinary approach is required to manage this
pleiotropic condition.
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Conclusion:
Bardet-Biedl syndrome is a very rare, genetic syndrome. The
syndrome has various phenotype expressivities. Diagnosis is
based on criteria with 4 primary or 2 primary and 2secondary
features. Early diagnosis and intervention is important in
ensuring that children with BBS have improved quality of
life. Genetic counseling may also benefit the affected
individual and their family. Treatment is directed towards
symptom specific and requires coordinated team of specialist.

Figure 6:-intraoral labial view
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Figure 3:- post axial polydactyly of limb
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Figure 5:- intraoral palatal view
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